A network is composed of layers of processing units called neurons and their interconnections. The connections allow data to move unidirectionally from an input layer through intermediate, or hidden layers, toward an output layer. Many problems can be solved by networks with only one intermediate layer. The input layer differs from other layers in that it only provides a distribution of each input node to the intermediate layer. Each neuron receives input from all neurons of the next higher layer and sends output to all neurons of the next lower layer. Neurons in the same layer are not connected. A diagram of this structure is included in Figure 1 . The connections between neurons are modeled as arrays of values known as weights. Neurons process their inputs by means of an activation function, and a transfer function. The activation function is typically a summation of the weighted inputs. Variations sometimes used are the inclusion of a constant bias value or the previous state of the neuron in the summation. The transfer function is typically a sigmoidal, or s-shaped, function. This function serves as a limiting thresholding function, but it also provides the neuron with programmable, i.e. wieght dependent, non-linearity. Under this scheme, Yj' the output of neuron j, is a non-linear function of its total input: 1 1 + where i is over all neurons in the layer above j, and w ij is the weight vector for connections with the preceding layer's outputs, Yi.
(1) Network training is accomplished by an iterative gradient procedure known as backpropagation. In preparation for training, the weights are initialized with small random values. During training, the network is presented with an input and the output is compared with the known correct output vector, or pattern. The error at each output is determined and propagated backwards through the network to associate a square error derivative with each neuron. Finally, the weights of each neuron are adjusted according to the corresponding gradients. A new input is then presented and the process repeated until convergence upon a solution, or set of weights, producing correct responses to all training data within an acceptable tolerance for error. The implementation of backpropagation in a multilayer network is decidedly non-trivial. Even a superficial mathematical description of the process is beyond our scope here. Fortunately, several commercial software publishers have now made available user configurable network pro~rams. Furthermore, network solutions in the form of weight arrays, can now be Implemented in computer hardware by downloading into dedicated neural processors.
Networks have recently been implemented to solve a variety of pattern reco~nition problems in the field of nondestructive evaluation [2, 3, 4] . The applIcations have typically been qualitative in nature, providing recognition and classification of structural or material flaws. Our current objective is to demonstrate the potential of neural networks for obtaining quantitative dimensional measurements from radioscopic data. Such a capability would be useful for the automated real time inspection of manufactured parts. Measurements by real time radiography currently require accurate data registration, well controlled orientation of the parts and visual analysis by a skilled interpreter. The demonstrated capability of neural networks to detect moment invariant features [5, 6] promises to afford an automated solution without sensitivity to registration or orientation errors.
In this paper we present a demonstration of shift and rotation invariant measurements using Brainmaker, a commercial feed-forward backpropagation network [7] , and simulated x-ray attenuation profiles. Although our interest is in radiographic imagery, we have chosen one dimensional profiles for this preliminary study to reduce the complexity of the simulation and the size of the network. The profiles can be considered, however, as representing either line profiles from real time radiography or linear detector array output. The profiles were modeled using computer graphICS methods. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships among the modeling, simulation, and network aspects of the demonstration. Solutions were developed for three feature measurement problems: Wall thickness of a circular (cylindrical) object, concentricity of a circular object, and thickness measurement of a square object. In the first two cases, random registration error was introduced and in the third case a random rotational orientation was introduced.
SIMULATION
The fundamental relationship between monoenergetic incident and transmitted x-ray intensities and a material's properties is described by the formula (2) where f and fa are the transmitted and incident intensity, p. is the linear absorption coefficient for the material, and z is the material thickness [8] . We modeled the part cross sections as filled (colored) areas on a computer graphics screen at a resolution of 5 pixels per millimeter. Normalized attenuation profiles, P(x), were simulated by an algorithm implementing the equation:
where T is the part thickness, !J.(x,z) is the absorption coefficient for the part material (colored pixels) or for air (black pixels), !1z is the thickness represented by one pixel, and k and y characterize the response of the detection system [9] . Values were calculated for the range of x over the part width plus the maximum programmed registration error. Then the profile data were normalized over the range 0 to 255, consistent with an 8 bit digitization of analog profile data. Output was in the form of disk files of numeric profile and measurement data. GraphiCS were also printed showing the part cross sections and associated profiles (?rior to normalization). Figure 2 shows examples of the graphics output. Program mput variables include the number of profiles to be generated in one run, material attenuation coefficients, and scaling and sampling parameters. We used the linear absorption coefficient for iron (1.85 cm-I ), obtained by multiplying published values of the density and the mass attenuation coefficient for 150 KeV radiation [10] . Our simplified attenuation model assumes monoenergetic x-rays and also ignores beam hardenin~, scatter, geometric unsharpness, and noise. Training data for a real inspection applIcation would need to be generated using the real system and a set of real flawed parts.
NETWORK CONFIGURATION
We used a three layer network topology, with a sigmoid transfer function as described above. Inputs to the network consisted of alternate pixel samplings of the profile data (approximately 100 points). The intermediate layer was the same size as the input layer. One output neuron provided the desired parameter measurement. Two sets of 200 profiles were generated by the simulator for each case studied: one to be used for network training and the other for testing. Inputs Examples of profile simulator output. Simulated cross sections are shown with their respective profiles (prior to normalization). Numbers 153, 155, 157, and 159 correspond to study case C, 18 and 20 to case B, and 60 and 62 to case A.
to the network consisted of the raw normalized profile data. No feature extraction pre-processing was done. Prior to training, neuron connection weights were randomized.
CASE A: CIRCULAR WALL THICKNESS
The part was modeled as a circular object with a 50 mm outside diameter and a nominal wall thickness of 10 mm. This could represent any tubular or cylindrical product. The wall was randomly thinned by varying the inside diameter over the range + 0.00 mm to -5.00 mm. Random registration error was introduced by varying the object center location over the range ±5.00 mm. The network training and testing data sets consisted of even indexed profile values (alternate pixel sampling) and the desired output value of the corresponding variation from nominal thickness. No registration information was provided to the network.
The network converged upon a solution after 353 presentations of the trainin~ data using a training tolerance of .05. The test data set was then run, producmg correct measurements for 96% of the profiles using a tolerance of .1, equivalent to a wall thickness measurement tolerance of 1.0 mm.
CASE B: CIRCULAR WALL CONCENTRICITY
As in case A, the part was modeled as a circular object with a 50 mm outside diameter and 10 mm wall thickness. In this case, however, a random concentricity error was introduced by varying the juxtaposition of the two centers over a range of ±5.00 mm for both x and y axes. Again, random registration error of ± 5.00 mm was introduced. The network training and testing data sets consisted of even indexed profile values and the desired output measurement of x axis eccentricity. (Analysis of y axis eccentricity would require a profile taken along the y axis.)
A network was successfully trained and tested, achieving 100% correct eccentricity measurement using a tolerance of 1.0 mm.
CASE C: SQUARE OBJECT THICKNESS
This part is modeled as an object with a 30 mm square cross section which may be presented to the detection system in any rotational orientation. Successive cross sections were randomly rotated up to 180 degrees. The square width was randomly varied by +0.00 to -3.00 mm. Network training and testing data sets consisted of even mdexed profile values and the square width error measurement.
The network was trained in only 16 passes through the training data using a tolerance of .1. Testing was carried out usin~ three different tolerances. With a tolerance of 0.3 mm, the same as that used m training, 89% of the measurements were correct. Using 0.6 mm, 98% were correct. At 1.2 mm, 99% were correct.
CONCLUSION
Using profile data from a simplified x-ray attenuation model, we have demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining quantitative measurements of object dimensions via neural networks. We have also demonstrated shift and rotational invariance. Our interpretation of this success is that the network is not obtaining a measurement in the usual sense, but is actually fulfilling its well established role as a pattern classifier. The dimensions are being recognized rather than measured. It is noteworthy in this regard that the normalization of each profile, while enhancing contrast, deprives the network of some information relative to the measurement. The shape of the curve is emphasized at the expense of the quantitative information contained, for example, in the area under the curve. The function of the output neuron in this interpretation is analogous to that of a digital to analog converter. The hidden layer's outputs provide the pattern and the output neuron's transfer function provides an analog output. We suggest that the following areas are worthy of additional study: extension of the method to two dimensional x-ray imagery, improvement of accuracy, use of a better x-ray model, use of real inspection data, and verification of our interpretation.
